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 Got a catchy song Got a catchy song 
stuck in your head?stuck in your head?

 Try swapping it for a Try swapping it for a 
different catchy song.different catchy song.

http://www.umhearit.com/


 Buy bids at $.60 eachBuy bids at $.60 each
 Choose productsChoose products
 Bid and winBid and win



 Sophisticated computer Sophisticated computer 
attackattack

 Computers that run Computers that run 
industrial processes are industrial processes are 
targetstargets

 "Air gap" separates "Air gap" separates 
them from the Internetthem from the Internet

 Infection via USB driveInfection via USB drive





"If others could freely use 'generic plus 
book' marks for online networking 
services targeted to that particular 
generic category of individuals, the suffix 
book could become a generic term for 
'online community/networking services' 
or 'social networking services,'" according 
to Facebook. "That would dilute the 
distinctiveness of the Facebook marks, 
impairing their ability to function as 
unique and distinctive identifiers of 
Facebook's goods and services."



Facebook, which has gone after 
sites with the word "book" in their 
names, is also trying to trademark 
the word "face," according to court 
documents.

"Honestly, to most people 
[Facebook's claims] wouldn't make a 
big difference," Greenspan said. 
"Facebook is enforcing their rights, 
but maybe some they don't have."



The privacy aware, personally 
controlled, do-it-all, open source 
social network.





Dropbox.com
A lifesaver while my 
laptop is on the blink!

2 GB storage for free



My outbox



My outbox



My outbox



From a umc.edu e-mail address – From a umc.edu e-mail address – 
"Navigating your web site was frustrating and "Navigating your web site was frustrating and 
uninformative. Evidently one must know where one uninformative. Evidently one must know where one 
wants to go and what one wants to find something wants to go and what one wants to find something 
out."out."

My reply – My reply – 
"I'm sorry you're having problems with the site.  "I'm sorry you're having problems with the site.  
However, the two issues you mentioned (ie., However, the two issues you mentioned (ie., 
knowing where you want to go and knowing what knowing where you want to go and knowing what 
you want to find) are key to getting anywhere on any you want to find) are key to getting anywhere on any 
site."site."



His reply – His reply – 
"I tried a search to see if you had any majors in fashion or "I tried a search to see if you had any majors in fashion or 
fashion design and only got outside links. No clear fashion design and only got outside links. No clear 
answer. I assume that means no, but it should say so."answer. I assume that means no, but it should say so."

What I wanted to say –What I wanted to say –
"You're absolutely right.  Let me add those to our list of "You're absolutely right.  Let me add those to our list of 
thousands of majors we don't offer."thousands of majors we don't offer."

My reply –My reply –
"You are correct that we don't list a major for Fashion "You are correct that we don't list a major for Fashion 
Design because it is not one we offer."Design because it is not one we offer."



 December 10December 10


